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President of Inclusivity & Diversity Report
Abi Morris
Monday 19th August 2019

Objectives
Objective & Context
Completed Actions
Name the objective you are
Include subheadings and detail of engagement with
working towards. Briefly describe students, meetings and feedback to students.
why this is your objective, who it
affects and what outcome you
would like to achieve.
THEME 1: REDUCING BARRIERS
Mental Health

Continuing the work on the mental health strategy
Attended first mental health working group, this was very much
used as an introductory session where people from the sub-groups
reported on what they had done so far.
Also attended my first suicide mitigation sub group meeting which
involved discussing what the aims of the group are and prioritising
what needs doing urgently as this is something that could be
needed at any moment.
Still waiting for the recommendations of Dr Alison Oldam to be sent
to me and to be informed on how student services are using these
in their practice.

Next Steps
List your next steps and what
you hope to achieve from
them.

Follow up emails to continue to
be sent in regards to receiving
the review
Currently looking for another
student representative to sit on
the working group as the one
we had cannot continue this
year

Housing Campaign

Regular meetings with Sam Nabb and Abi Paige set up to keep
eachother up to date on what we are working on and where we
can work collaboratively on shared objectives
Began comparing prices nationally and regionally, looking at how
our campus accommodation compares to others. Also began
looking at student finance with Isobel, analysing how much
students are likely to need subsidising from either parents or part
time work on rent depending on their Student Loan allowance.
Joined a national campaign group called Break the Circuit –
looking at Circuit laundry and how we can improve that service as
currently it is not up to standard nationally.

Begin to look at things we can
get the university
accommodation do to aid
student expenses e.g. free
laundry, fruit availability etc
Looking at how we can
campaign nationally on
student living costs
Create a survey for students to
express their concerns about
waiting times, not being able
to register at home and at
university and to learned how
much they thing it is affecting
their university experience

NHS Campaign

Basic outline of what the campaign about and the sort of things
aiming to achieve, looking at registration numbers locally and how
this could affect waiting times for appointments

Hardship

Email correspondence with Janet Thacker about the Philanthropic
distribution fund distribution in regards to the Participation Grant
and how we can access this again for the coming year

Meeting with Janet to explore
this further looking at how we
can secure this funding once
again and much earlier in the
coming year

Training being developed and going to be delivered in develop
week

Meeting with Alex Tute set up to
discuss details on the training such
as how it should be delivered and
who it should be marketed
towards

THEME 2: REPRESENTATION
Welfare Training

Spoken to Abi Paige about ‘Welfare officers’ and look at a different
name for them to have a more accurate reflection on their role –
for similar reasons as the change in my title

By-Elections

THEME 3: SAFETY
Sexual Health

Working hard to ensure all remaining 5 PTO positions are filled particularly the new role of social mobility and class officer by
looking to write a roles and responsibilities guide because of the
newness of the role

Scheduled to speak with Steph
Hale (Welfare & Community of
YUSU) to discuss what the student
in their equivalent role has
completed and how it has
benefited their union

MESMAC confirmed to continue with their weekly stalls during term
time. Also approached us about being visable in some asylum
nights which has now been confirmed by Andy King

Analyse costs and sources of
testing kits, as well as deciding
exactly what would be useful
to have available to students
and how we go about
promoting this

Investigating testing kit providers – YUSU have available pregnancy,
chlamydia, info, condoms etc on their reception – currently
research into the possibility of doing something similar at HUU.

Feeling of Safety

Plans in place to create a promotional video for the Hate crime
reporting service in the advice centre – showing people where it is,
how to do it, what can come from it, that its open to EVERYONE
(BAME, LGBTQ+, Disabled students etc)
Gave suggestions on contacts for the new safety cards which will
be ready for new students in September

Meet with Women’s rep when
students return to see what she
is interested in campaigning on
specifically after already
expressing an interest in this
area.
Promoting and giving out
safety cards, making sure
students know how to use
them

THEME 4: INCLUSIVITY
Inclusivity award

Research on other similar awards being completed to begin
shaping what would work for us e.g. Newcastle Stripes scheme

Begin looking at the structure
of the award thinking about
what clubs should aim to get
out of it and how they go
about achieving this

Loneliness

Analysis of Pulse data completed to see where students feel the
loneliest and how many students actually experience the feeling
Researching other loneliness campaigns that have happened and
how I can adapt that for here.

Policies

Working with Tom and Erin on a drug policy to go alongside
their work on code of conduct – wanted to develop a drug
policy that has a wellbeing approach. Research has been
done about what this could mean and how this policy has
been implemented in other institutions

Also looking at targeted clubs
and societies to get involved
before opening it up for any to
apply to be a part of the pilot
Decide how I actually want to
change this and how I can
effectively do it
Continue researching on what
a wellbeing approach would
consist of, meet with Tom and
Erin to see how this could be
shaped and focussed on clubs
and societies

Core Responsibilities
Includes meetings, events, extra campaigns, training, assisting student training etc. include details of student engagement and
student feedback where relevant. Check your standing order for guidance.
Name of activity

Description

Student Minds

Attending Student Minds day alongside Erin and other Officers from partnered unions. This day
involved us discussing common issues we are all seeing in terms of student mental health and

Working actively with local
and regional bodies, lobby
and campaign to ensure
sufficient provision is available
for students’ general, sexual
and mental health
BHM
Support part-time officers and
fellow Student Officers with
their projects

how we are helping this, as well as campaigning techniques and tips on how we can
participate on a national level.

Working with Ano, Simeon and Steph on Black History month. Looking at what we as a union
can do in terms of commercial, GIAG, Media, Marketing, as well as how we can involve
societies and sports teams. Also looking at where we can involve RAG such as Wear Red Day as
part of the national Show Racism the Red Card campaign.

Deaf fire alarm
Represent students on issues
relating to inclusivity and
diversity

Responded to a student on Facebook who was struggling to get a deaf fire alarm installed in
their student house. Ended up ringing the fire brigade, before being passed on to the council to
get the information needed for her to then pass on to her landlord to get the alarm installed
before living there in September

President of Sports Report
Erin Pettit
Monday 19th August 2019
Objectives
Objective & Context
Name the objective you are working
towards. Briefly describe why this is
your objective, who it affects and
what outcome you would like to
achieve.

Work with liberation groups to ensure
they have the confidence to be
involved in sport should they want.

Tackle inappropriate club behaviour
(e.g. humiliating welcome events). By:
1) Implementing mandatory CHANGES
workshop/training to AU Presidents.
2) Creating a Code of Conduct that is
expected of all AU members
3) Tackling inappropriate behaviours
at weekly socials.

Completed Actions
Include subheadings and detail of engagement with students, meetings
and feedback to students.










Theme One. To make sport accessible to all by:
Brief discussions with PID about “Out in Sport” campaign
Discussed with PID how to source Rainbow laces for Varsity
Enquired about the cost of Rainbow laces for Varsity

CHANGES workshop organised for 27/09/19 (3 x 1.25hr sessions)
Reviewed the Code of Conduct supplied by York Sport. Enquired how
they get all members to agree. Learnt that Committee sign on behalf
of the club. Decided this was insufficient for HUU.
Safe social policy shared with Andy King. Clubs that social in Asylum
have agreed to a document with similar terms.
AU Presidents have been informed of CHANGES workshop – nearer
the time (3 weeks prior – 06/09/19) an email will be sent to all AU

Next Steps
List your next steps and what you
hope to achieve from them.






Meet with liberation group
officers to discuss and take from
there
Idea to have ‘pro-noun’ friendly
sessions in GIAG sports week –
encourage sports teams to be
accessible? Work with PID?
Let AU Presidents know that
CHANGES workshop is
mandatory for them and their
Social Secs
o Nearer the time (3 weeks
prior – 06/09/19) an email
will be sent to all AU
Presidents and Social Secs
to remind them of this






Presidents and social secs to remind them of this training – reminder
in diary.
Social Secs informed to ‘save the date’ for CHANGES workshop via
Facebook.
Due to cross-over of objectives: Working towards delivering a Code
of Conduct that all AU members sign up to has MOVED INTO THEME
3. To have safe and well regulated Clubs (Delivering a Code of
Conduct).
Due to cross-over of objectives: Working towards delivering a Safe
Social Policy has MOVED INTO THEME 3. (To have safe and well
regulated Clubs) (Create Safe Social Policy).

training – reminder in
diary.



Improving the social sport options



Trying to get better funding for nonBUCS teams. Or assisting them to get
better sponsorship deals.





Continuing Nicks work on how to keep
cost of sport to a minimum.





Theme Two. To work in areas around the cost of sport by:
A sponsorship ‘how-to’ and advice has been written by PS to be
eventually shared with Presidents and potentially
treasurers/committee.
Sent sponsorship advice to Vicky for checking and comments by her.
Sponsorship advice added to ‘President Introduction’ document and
sent to AU Presidents on 13/08/19.
Meeting held with PS, Sports Co-ord, Kevin Pearson and Matt
Thomson (Hull Sport), in attendance. Discussed future plans for the
cost of sport at Hull and the future of the University Facility Sports
Pass.
Regular meetings to be held with those mentioned above to work
toward an agreement (potentially a service agreement) that benefits
both parties.






Discuss potential scope with
Hull Sport to provide more £2
turn up and play sessions
Discuss with Hull Sport scope
for open sessions for each club
for a small fee?
Investigate non-BUCS funding
and to see how the fund is
spent
Investigate where else I could
get funding from – grants etc?
Determine if the University
Facility Sports Pass gives
students the best value for their
money when using the Hull
Sport Park facilities.

Club Debt –Agreements in place that debt will be moved to
 Continue working towards
secondary accounts. HUU to match £ for £ any debt paid off by Clubs.
eradicating AU Club debt
 Budgets - Discussed with Kevin and agreed that budgets should be
 Work with AU Club committees
owned by permanent staff (as they are important and need to run
to set out a clear annual budget
smoothly year to year. He has emailed to pass this on.
Theme Three. To have safe and well regulated clubs by:
a. Working with PA, Sports Co-ord, Activities Co-ord and Dows to conduct a club and societies policy review
Create a Sponsorship Policy
 PS had done work for part of objective 3 (Create a president
 De-personalise document so it
introduction/ important info document) regarding a sponsorship
can be used in future years.
how-to/ tips. This has been shared with Dows for comments.
 Dows fed back that it was a great start but I need to de-personalise it
so it can be used in future years.
Create a Kit Guidelines and Policy
 PS had done work for part of objective 3 (Create a president
 De-personalise document so it
introduction/ important info document) regarding a kit guide. This
can be used in future years.
has been shared with Dows for comments.
 Dows fed back that it was a great start but I need to de-personalise it
so it can be used in future years.
Create a Drugs Policy
 PS has invited PA, PID and Andy King to attend a meeting to get a
 Read current HUU Drugs Policy
discussion going for this.
and add comments prior to
meeting.
Create a Club and Society ‘set-up’
 Meeting to be held on 15/08/19 to start initial progress on this. I am  Catch up about meeting held on
interest form
unavailable (at Student Minds day in York). I sent comments and
15/08/19
ideas via email to Alex, Vicky and Tom prior to the meeting.
b. Other
Create a Code of Conduct that all AU
 Reviewed the Code of Conduct supplied by York Sport. Enquired how  Speak to Vicky about next steps
members sign.
they get all members to agree. Learnt that Committee sign on behalf
for Code of Conduct
of the club. Decided this was insufficient for HUU.
Standardise Committee handover
 It was decided in the initial meeting with Dows that a way to usefully  Review the template for an
requirements.
overcome this would be to create a template for an annual Club/Soc
annual Club/Soc review when
review. Sports Co-ord and Activities Co-ord are in the process of
created.
creating this template. Once it is complete I will feedback and review
to create a final template.
Tackling Club debt and Club budgets



Set up communications with
Presidents and Vice-Presidents so that
important info is not missed.





Email group set up containing presidents.
Updated AU Presidents Facebook page to include President and one
other nominated person (Vice-Pres most commonly).
Communicated the importance of AU Council to AU Presidents and
explained that they should send someone else in their place should
they be unable to attend.

Safe Social Policy - create a safe social
policy and deliver this to all clubs – get
them to sign up to behaving
appropriately



Worchester SU’s safe social policy shared with Andy King. Clubs that
social in Asylum have now agreed to a document with similar terms.

Create a president introduction/
important info document. This will
offer AU Presidents an overview of the
running of their club and will allow
them to get things in place over
Summer. It will avoid breaches with
the O’Neills contract (i.e. outline
clearly that all leisurewear must come
from them) and will encourage
sponsorships.



PS decided that a more informal introduction approach needs to be
taken this year to get the relevant info regarding sponsorship and kit
to AU Presidents ASAP, this avoids repetitive emails asking the same
questions. Work will be done throughout the year (in the policy
review objective) to streamline the process for the future. With the
intention of creating documents/policies that can be published
online to used year on year (and updated) to explain:
o Sponsorship Guide
o Kit Requirements
A sponsorship ‘how-to’ and advice guide has been written by PS to
be eventually shared with Presidents and potentially
treasurers/committee.
A kit advice/ requirements guide has been written by PS to be
eventually shared with Presidents and potentially
treasurers/committee.
Sponsorship ‘how-to’ and advice sent to Vicky for checking and
comments by her to then distribute to AU Club Presidents
Kit advice sent to Vicky for checking and comments by her to then
distribute to AU Club Presidents
Kit and Sponsorship advice collated into a document with important
dates and info regarding club finances = AU President Introduction









Provide regular updates to
Presidents Facebook page with
opportunities to engage and
share ideas
 Work to make AU Council a safe
space for sharing ideas and
good practice within clubs.
 Look into other Unions Social
Policies
 Think of ways to encourage
teams that social outside of
Asylum to sign up – incentives?
OBJECTIVE COMPLETE

Encourage cross-sport support. Get
people watching and supporting each
other. (#WeAreHull)
To be achieved through better social
media usage as well as other methods.

document. This outlines all the things they need to know
immediately. This has been sent to AU Presidents via email. A
Facebook post has been created to notify them of the email.
Theme Four. To improve the perception and profile of the AU by:
 Marketing agreed to have a session with AU Marketing and Comms
Officers to offer advice on effective social media as well as tone of
voice. Date to be planned when term begins.






Varsity – make it the biggest and best
yet.






Researched other Universities and how they promote Varsity
Varsity was discussed in VC/President meeting (24-07-19). Appeared
that the VC agreed with making sure it is a notable and large event
this year.
Varsity proposal written and sent to the VC asking for University
investment into Varsity – awaiting response!
Missing the Varsity Working group meeting on 15/08/19 as in York
for a Student Minds Day. As a result PS has made a document of
things she wants to be raised, this has been sent to Vicky







AU-wide charity event? Include local
community?



Better use of Social media to
promote games
Encourage teams to use the
#WeAreHull
Get teams to post their pictures
in the Captains pages so they
can be shared on Social Media
Plan a time for AU Marketing
and Communications Officers to
meet HUU Marketing team.
Speak to Steve Curtis and see if
he has any room in his budget
to help ‘decorate’ Hull Sports
Park
Varsity video – have the contact
for someone who is interested
in helping create a fab video.
Need to speak to marketing
about last year’s video and
budgets etc.
Varsity gifs/stickers/filters on
Instagram – speak to marketing
Catch up on Varsity meeting
(15/08/19)
Speak to Angie about what the
scope is for this and for more
information about how to do


Improve profile of smaller and nonBUCS Clubs – better promotion and
opportunities.











Improving relationship with Hull Sport




Engaged with AU Presidents and Social Secs on Facebook about how
could we help improve this. Fed their responses into the HUU
Recruitment Group meeting. This meeting was fairly useless as HUU
Marketing could unfortunately not attend.
Ice Hockey reached out to me about marketing for their game during
Welcome Fest. I have asked marketing and passed their details onto
the Ice Hockey President. Hopefully he will utilise the contact and
some promotional material can be made for them.
In the Welcome Fest meeting (14/08/19) PS raised the idea of
Marketing help promote AU Clubs during Welcome Fest. PS
mentioned about the potential to do a ‘try something different’ post
and to market specifically the non-generic sports. Jack informed me
that if I get AU Club Presidents to email marketing with images and a
summary of their club and the things they did last year he will do a
series of posts on social media demonstrating the cool/different
things you can do in the AU.
PS communicated this positive news (on the 14/08/19) about the
opportunity for smaller clubs to receive promotion through
marketing in the AU Presidents Facebook page as well as the AU
Social Sec page. It is now up to the club to utilise this resource.
In the same Welcome Fest meeting (14/08/19). Jack also said that
marketing are at the Sports Fair and he is happy to give a particular
focus to clubs I select (in terms of social media recognition). This will
give smaller clubs more reach and should help them recruit more
members.
Theme Five. To improve general communications by:
A decision was made in the first meeting PS had with Steve to
communicate openly with each other.
So far PS believes I have communicated openly with them and
shared both students concerns and praises of Hull Sport.








Ask AU Exec for ideas on what
event could work
Get in touch with HUU
marketing about the ideas I got
off Facebook.
Speak to marketing about the
potential to do a social media
training session in the Develop
week.
Ask marketing to create a
template for the non-BUCS
scores. With the end goal of
these being published weekly
(Monday or Friday? TBC).

Working to improve HUU’s
working relationship with Hull
Sport



Communicate transparently so
Students know what I am up to




PS attended a Hull KR game with the Hull Sport team, this was an
amazing opportunity to build some relationships and create a
friendly working environment.
Have been doing ‘weekly update’ Facebook posts to highlight the
stand out achievements of my week.
Told AU Presidents and Social Secs about HUU Recruitment Meeting
(held 08/08/19) and asked them for any ideas/feedback they had
prior to the meeting. Raised their ideas in the meeting and found
answers to their questions. On 14/08/19, I created a Facebook post
detailing a ‘you said – we did’ approach to their feedback. This was
posted in the AU Presidents Facebook page and the AU Social Secs
Facebook page. Immediately I received a message from an AU Social
Sec stating “I loved the post on the page”, I replied saying thank you
and explained I am doing it as part of my objective to communicate
openly so everyone can see what I am doing and why, as well as to
see the outcomes. She responded this is “something I am totally
behind”.






Working to improve the
relationship between students
and Hull Sport
Communicate well so that AU
Presidents know exactly what I
am up to
Filter this information down to
the general student population

Core Responsibilities
Includes meetings, events, extra campaigns, training, assisting student training etc. include details of student engagement and student feedback where
relevant. Check your standing order for guidance.
Name of activity

Description

AU Ball
(Standing Order: Work with the
relevant staff and volunteers in
organising AU Ball)
Trophy Presentation
(Standing Order: Work with the
relevant staff and volunteers in
organising Trophy Presentation)
Attended regular catch-up meetings
with Steve Curtis
(Standing Order: Liaising with Hull
Sport)
HUU Recruitment Group



Meeting arranged with Andy King and AU Ball planned for 22nd November 2019, in Asylum.




Date pencilled in the diary with the Hilton 22nd March 2020 or 1st of May 2020.
Asked Andy King to enquire about the potential of holding at the Hilton on 1st May – this is after the final
student loan and so hopefully more people will be able to purchase.
Also suggested to Andy King the potential of holding in Canham Turner with the after party in Asylum – he is
keen on this idea and so far there is nothing in the Asylum diary so it is doable.
Meetings are in place to allow communication between Hull Sport and Hull University Union. The meetings
allow room for discussion on sport related issues and to raise student issues directly to Hull Sport.




BACKGROUND:
 A group was set up to set targets form recruitment of members to clubs and societies and to create actions to
enable these targets to be met.
ACTIONS:
 Told AU Presidents and Social Secs about HUU Recruitment Meeting (held 08/08/19) and asked them for any
ideas/feedback they had prior to the meeting.
 Collected AU Presidents and Social Secs ideas and fed these into the meeting for discussion. It was decided
that we need:
o Improved marketing of AU
o To pay membership in instalments
o Breakdown of what AU Membership and University Facility Sports Pass includes
o Better promotion for smaller clubs
o To promote the idea that it’s never too late to join
Improved marketing of AU:
 Told AU Presidents and Social Secs about AU Exec Marketing and Comms Officers – this should help them
believe that we will focus and have the time to promote and support their clubs.
 Informed AU Presidents and Social Secs about potential opportunities in ‘Develop Week’ around effectively
using social media.




Reminded AU Presidents and Social Secs that they can contact marketing directly regarding promotion.
Advised AU Presidents and Social Secs to update their bio on the Hull Uni Union website.

Membership instalments:
 Explained to AU Presidents and Social Secs the impracticalities of this idea. And rather explained that since AU
Club Membership and the University Facility Sports Pass can be purchased separately, it is wise to advise
current members to purchase Membership now and the Sports Pass later to reduce a big cost.
Membership breakdown:
 First draft sent to Vicky for her to add comments and check if it is all correct and/or if anything is missing.
Small club promotion:
 Outlined in objective 4. To improve the perception and profile of the AU (improving the profile of smaller and
non-BUCS clubs). Refer to that section for updates.

Student Minds – LEADing the way to
create positive change for student
mental health
Trustee Board Away Day
North East Officer Day
Volunteer Management Training
(Standing Order: Contribute to
training of student volunteers and
part-time elected officers)
Welcome Fest Meetings

Continuous recruitment:
Set up chances for you to advertise a second recruitment drive over the course of the year. There will be
‘open access' to the Hull Sport Park in ‘Give It A Go’ week (Oct 21st-Oct 25th) and so I would encourage
people who are interested after Welcome Fest to join you at training this week.
 Attended the day for Officers in York. The day gave us a chance to discuss with other Officers, from 10
different SUs, our plans for the year and to help support each other.






Planning the Boards development
Attended the Trustee Board meeting
Attended a day to meet other Officers in the North East to discuss our plans for the year.
Took the opportunity to catch up with friends made at the BUCS Conference
Receiving training to help PS better support student volunteers.



Attended and offered opinions on the Welcome Fest Plan

AU President Meetings
(Standing Order: Engage with
students on a regular basis)
AU Members Meetings
(Standing Order: Engage with
students on a regular basis)
University Complaints & Governance
Introduction
Health and Safety Induction
Public Speaking Workshop
BUCS Conference





Met with Rugby League President to discuss their financial situation and see what we can put in place
Met with Power and Weight Lifting President to help them see what options Hull Sport could offer them in
terms of training
Met with an AU member to discuss her personal concerns regarding the availability of a one-semester sports
pass – confirmed this is available



Received training for University Complaints Panels






Received H&S training and an induction
Attended a workshop by Dows to help us with our public speaking
Attended a conference in Bristol relating to BUCS
Came back with many ideas and things to work on as well as many useful contacts







































































































































